
Paris, October 14th 2021 – at the Milipol Paris event, IDEMIA plans to present its cutting-edge technologies for public 
security.

IDEMIA develops hi-tech solutions underpinned by biometrics, AI, and deep learning on behalf of businesses and state 
security services including the police and intelligence services. IDEMIA pledges to ensure best-in-class never-fail 
ongoing security for applications ranging from public security and criminal/terrorist investigations to border control.

Mobile biometrics: Today, one of the biggest security tech challenges is enabling police officers to quickly 
flag suspects and criminals on the move. Backed by mobile biometric identification systems, IDEMIA’s 
security solutions empower police officers in the field with instant identification.

Contactless biometrics: The objective is to facilitate necessary security checks in stadiums, airports, etc. while 
optimizing fluidity. IDEMIA’s security systems allow thousands of people to enter public places in record time, 
thereby avoiding long queues and potential risks.

Smart video analytics: Underlying the whole system of ongoing security employed in cities and nationwide, 
is video analytics, a powerful security tool for public spaces. Video analytics facilitates the identification of: 

Objects, such as lost luggage

Dangerous situations, such as intrusions

People who do not respect regulations, such as not wearing a face mask

This helps fight petty crime, offences, and incivilities without using facial recognition. Forensic experts also 
draw on video analytics during investigations, including post-terrorist attack investigations.

Today, more than ever, the latest digital and biometric tech represents public security’s 
future by giving police forces rapid high-performance systems they can rely on at all times. 
At Milipol Paris, we will present our state-of-the-art technologies that are so essential for 
government agencies to keep their countries secure for purposes ranging from border 
control to local everyday security.

Pascal Fallet, IDEMIA Senior Vice President Europe, Public Security & Identity

IDEMIA to present its latest technologies at Milipol Paris, 
Europe’s leading industry event for homeland security

IDEMIA, world leader in biometric security solutions, will attend Milipol Paris from 
October 19 to 22, 2021 to present its innovations as a trusted partner of governments and 

law enforcement agencies.
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View IDEMIA’s hi-tech security systems at Stand D180, Hall 5 for an insight into more secure and peaceful towns of 
the future. IDEMIA’s experts look forward to answering your questions.

IDEMIA’s innovations on show at Milipol:

Video analytics: Augmented Vision protects public places, buildings, infrastructure and areas of interest by 
making sense of all available data, images and videos, while protecting people’s privacy.

Mobile solutions: 
Capture SDK and RapID3, mobile on-site biometric identification solutions

Contactless solutions: 
MFACE identifies a continuous flow of people walking through a designated area in real-time. A 
wide range of applications including especially for border control.

OneLook: Non-intrusive and easy to use, OneLook uses 3D video tracking and auto-focus for both 
face and iris capture in less than two seconds. On-site flawless identification, particularly useful in 
airports.

MorphoWave Compact: Users are positively identified with a simple, hygienic contactless wave of 
the hand. The touchless sensor performs a 3D scan and verification of four fingers ensuring the 
most accurate and reliable fingerprint matching, for maximum location security.

VisionPass, the ultimate facial recognition access control device.

Biometric Identification systems:
MBIS provides security forces and forensics with a biometric search engine that is designed for power and 
speed, and is backed by a comprehensive range of tools for editing, selection and image enhancement.

About us - IDEMIA, the global leader in Augmented Identity, provides a trusted environment enabling citizens and 
consumers alike to perform their daily critical activities (such as pay, connect and travel), in the physical as well as digital 
space.

Securing our identity has become mission critical in the world we live in today. By standing for Augmented Identity, an 
identity that ensures privacy and trust and guarantees secure, authenticated and verifiable transactions, we reinvent the 
way we think, produce, use and protect one of our greatest assets – our identity – whether for individuals or for objects, 
whenever and wherever security matters. We provide Augmented Identity for international clients from Financial, 
Telecom, Identity, Public Security and IoT sectors. Backed by close to 15,000 employees around the world, IDEMIA serves 
clients in over 180 countries.
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